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Abstract Contamination of ergot (Claviceps pur-

purea) in grains continues to be a problem in

outcrossing plants like rye, especially in years of

favorable infection (cold, rainy) conditions. The

problem is not the yield loss, but the contamination

of the grains by toxic alkaloids leading to strict critical

values within the European Union. This study was

conducted to (1) partition the variation of genotype,

inoculation treatments and environment for ergot

infection of 12 winter rye genotypes, (2) the effect

of varying proportions of a non-adapted restorer gene

on ergot, and to (3) reveal within the genotype the

relative importance of male pollen fertility and female

receptivity on the ergot reaction of single crosses

bearing different restorer genes. In total, 12 rye

genotypes and two factorial crossing designs with

each of five female and four male lines differing in

their restorer genes were tested by artificial infection

in up to 16 environments in four European countries.

High and significant genotypic variation regarding the

ergot severity and pollen-fertility restoration were

observed. Furthermore significant general combining

ability and specific combining ability variances and

interactions with environment were obtained. The
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pollen-fertility restoration of the male had by far the

highest importance for ergot severity, the female

component, however, also revealed a significant

effect. In conclusion, selecting for superior restoration

ability is the most promising way on the short term, but

there are also possibilities to improve the maternal site

in future breeding programs.

Keywords Claviceps purpurea � Ergot � Inoculation

treatments � Pollen restoration � Secale cereale �
Winter rye

Introduction

Ergot infections caused by Claviceps purpurea [Fr.]

Tul. have been a nightmare for centuries. The fungus

infects only the ovary at or shortly after flowering.

Once an ovary is infected, the fungus forms a dark,

compact sclerotium where a grain would normally

develop (Pažoutová 2002). Typically, the sclerotia are

up to 5 cm long and extend out from the glumes. The

greatest threat from ergot is not the yield reduction, but

the contamination of the grains by alkaloids present in

the sclerotia and being toxic to humans and mammals

(Hulvová et al. 2013). The fungus is distributed

worldwide and has a large host range infecting

hundreds of grasses (Wegulo and Carlson 2011).

Claviceps purpurea is mainly a problem in rye and

many cross-pollinating grasses, because the fungus

cannot grow through intact glumes, but must be

transported to the pistil by wind-borne aerosols or

insects. The ergot fungus mimics the pollination of a

cereal floret for fertilization (Kirchhoff 1929; Tudzyn-

ski et al. 1995; Mielke 2000). After penetration of the

pistil, the fungus grows down the style, the ovary wall

is completely colonized after some days, but the

hyphae do not spread further into the tissue. Generally,

resistance to Claviceps purpurea develops a few days

after fertilization (Tudzynski et al. 1995). Due to this

highly specific host–pathogen interaction the avail-

ability of high amounts of pollen reduces ergot

infection considerably (Miedaner and Geiger 2015).

Caused by severe pathological syndromes (Van Don-

gen and de Groot 1995), the amount of ergot sclerotia

and sclerotial fragments in unprocessed cereals in the

European Union is restricted to 0.05% by wt. for

human consumption (European Union 2015) and to

0.1% by wt. for animal feed (European Communities

2002). Even stricter regulations and maximum levels

based on the total alkaloid content are expected to be

enacted within the EU.

Winter rye in Europe was grown on about 4.5

million hectares in 2017, mainly in the Russian

Federation, Poland, Germany, Belarus, Ukraine,

Spain, and Finno-Scandinavia (FAO 2019). Use of

rye for dark breads manufactured with sour dough and

having high moisture with long shelf life is typical for

these countries (except Spain). Alternatively, rye and

wheat flours are mixed in different proportions to

produce a bread with a lighter texture, color and flavor

(Miedaner 2013; Deutsches Brotinstitut e.V. 2019).

Today, ergot sclerotia can be retrieved from rye lots to

a large extent by grain cleaning machines based on

photocells, but this is not standard in all countries and

milling companies and it increases the costs and

considerably slows down the processing (Miedaner

and Geiger 2015). Baking of wheat and rye flour,

respectively, reduced ergot alkaloids in bread in

differing amounts (Meleard 2016; Bryła et al. 2019),

however, no consistent loss was observed during the

production of durum pasta (Tittlemier et al. 2019). A

recent study in Italy of Debegnach et al. (2019)

pointed out that 85% of the wheat- and rye-derived

products were contaminated with at least one ergot

alkaloid and observed the highest total alkaloid

contents in rye and wheat bread. Further, ergot

alkaloids were found in healthy grain that developed

above and below infected flowers in wheat and barley

and for a lesser extent in rye (Gordon et al. 2019). In

this context, ergot alkaloids could also be detected in

ergot-cleaned grain samples caused by abrasion

(Beuerle et al. 2012; Byrd and Slaiding 2017;

MacDonald and Anderson 2017). If the farmer deliv-

ers rye within the European Union with a higher

percentage of ergot than the maximum allowed levels,

the harvest is downgraded or in more severe cases

rejected outright. Ergot-free rye grain, therefore, has a

high economic impact.

Infection of rye by Claviceps purpurea is affected

by genotypic diversity of the host and the pathogen,

environmental variation and their interactions (Mie-

daner and Geiger 2015). Rye as the major host of

Claviceps comes in two types of cultivars: open-

pollinated cultivars and hybrids. Open-pollinated

cultivars are produced by random mating after selec-

tion of self-incompatible families. The resulting
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cultivars are fully pollen shedding. Commercial

hybrids in rye constitute a cross between a single-

cross seed parent and a two-line synthetic as a pollen

parent (A•B 9 Syn C,D; Geiger and Miedaner 2009).

The crosses are produced based on cytoplasmic-male

sterility (CMS) induced by the Pampa (P) cytoplasm

and afford the presence of a restorer gene contributed

by the pollinator to result in full pollen shedding in the

progenies and, thus, the commercial rye stand. While

the European restorer sources for the P cytoplasm are

only partial restorers and prone to environmental

changes and the seed parents, non-adapted, mono-

genically inherited restorer genes from Iranian prim-

itive rye and Argentinean landraces provide nearly full

restoration (Miedaner et al. 2005). The latter showed,

however, a considerable yield penalty even in higher

backcross generations (BC4 to BC5, Miedaner et al.

2017). Additionally, the amount of pollen available

from hybrid cultivars depends on the ease of restora-

tion and/or physiological resistance mechanisms of

the female parent. This genetic female-by-male inter-

action is called in plant breeding combining ability

and divided into general (GCA) and specific (SCA)

combining ability (Hallauer et al. 2010). In a diallel or

factorial cross design, the genetic variation due to

females and males and their interaction as well as the

non-genetic variation can be partitioned. Low tem-

peratures and high humidity around the time of

meiosis, i.e., some days before pollination, negatively

affects pollen production and viability. Wet weather at

flowering delays pollination and, thus, greatly

increases the period of susceptibility for ergot. More-

over, it promotes the proliferation of the pathogen in

the rye stand and increases infection frequency

(Miedaner and Geiger 2015). Furthermore, few quan-

titative trait loci (QTL) were identified recently

conferring partial resistance to ergot affecting the size

and weight of sclerotia in bread wheat (Gordon et al.

2015). In durum wheat, QTL were associated with

different components of the infection process like the

hormonal pathway (Gordon et al. 2020). Beside of

that, the density of the rye stand (Betz and Mielke

1996), the homogeneity of the cultivar, and the

duration of flowering (Thakur and Williams 1980)

might play a role in ergot severity. This underlines the

necessity to test over several locations and/or years.

The objective of this research was to assess (1) the

partitioning of genotypic and environmental variation

of 12 winter rye genotypes to ergot reaction, (2) the

effect of varying proportions of a non-adapted restorer

gene on ergot, and (3) the relative importance of the

fertility restoration ability of male parents (GCA

male), the susceptibility of female parents (GCA

female), and their interaction (SCA) on the ergot

reaction of the hybrid. We expect a high importance of

the pollen parent on ergot reaction, but the role of the

female parent is unclear. It is also unclear, to which

proportion the non-adapted restorer gene must be

introgressed to reduce ergot considerably and whether

there are specific female 9 male interactions that

could be used in practical breeding.

Materials and methods

The study consists of two experimental set-ups. The

first experiment evaluated the diversity of genotypic

and environmental variation of winter rye genotypes

for ergot susceptibility for three different inoculation

treatments of Claviceps purpurea ((Fr.: Fr.) Tul.

(untreated, German inoculum, country-specific inocu-

lum). This experiment also included four single

crosses with varying proportions of a highly effective,

non-adapted restorer gene. The second experiment

evaluated the relative importance for ergot suscepti-

bility of female parents and the pollen-fertility

restoration ability of male parents and their

interactions.

Plant material

Experiment 1 (Exp. 1) was conducted with 12

genotypes of winter rye (Secale cereale L.)

(Table S1). The respective breeder provided seeds of

all varieties: eight genotypes by KWS LOCHOW

GmbH (KWL, Bergen, Germany), three hybrids by

HYBRO Saatzucht GmbH & Co. KG (HYB,

Schenkenberg, Germany) and one cultivar by

‘‘DANKO’’ Hodowla Roslin Sp. z o.o. (Koscian,

Poland). The KWL genotypes included four single

crosses (SC) produced especially for this study by

crossing a female non-restorer line with different

pollinator lines yielding hybrids with 0, 25, 50 or

100% of the dominant, non-adapted restorer gene from

IRAN IX. This is illustrated by the subscript in the

name, i.e. SC100 is a single cross containing 100% of

the plants the non-adapted restorer gene. The other
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percentages were produced by mixing near-isogenic

lines with/without the respective restorer gene in

differing percentages. SC0 represents a cross of two

non-restorer lines, the outcome should be totally male

sterile. The hybrid cultivars provided by HYB

included 10% open-pollinated rye according to their

commercial use.

In experiment 2 (Exp. 2), two sets (set A, set B) of

each of 20 factorial crosses, produced by crossing five

seed parents (CMS lines) and four pollinator lines

were analyzed. The pollinators of each set consisted of

two restorer lines, each restorer line with (plus) or

without (minus) a non-adapted restorer gene, thus

comprising four lines. The crosses in set A were

provided by KWL and that in set B by HYB. KWL

also provided the CMS single-cross, which was used

as border between the plots of the field trials for both

experiments.

Field trials

The field tests of Exp. 1 were conducted in 2013 at

nine locations from four countries (Table S2) as a

split-plot design with the inoculation treatments as the

main plots and the genotypes as subplots, both

randomized according to a complete randomized

block design with two replicates. Exp. 2 was per-

formed in a total of 16 environments (location 9 year

combinations) for set A and eight environments for set

B (details see Table S3) as two separate lattice designs

that were grown adjacent to each other in two

replications in 2014 and 2015. Entries were grown

on large-drilled plots of 5.0 to 7.04 m2 depending on

the location. Each entry plot was surrounded by four

plots of a CMS single cross as border in a chessboard-

like design (Miedaner et al. 2010b). This design was

used to avoid neighboring effects by airborne pollen,

to minimize effects of drifting of ergot spores during

inoculation, and to avoid direct contact with plants

bearing honeydew from the neighboring plot. Sowing

was done in the last 2 weeks of September or early in

October. The kernel density amounted to 200 kernels/

m2. Each location applied mineral fertilizers, herbi-

cides, growth regulators and fungicides in a conven-

tional way.

Inoculation and resistance traits

All inocula were produced by the Julius Kühn-

Institute, Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops

and Grassland (Braunschweig, Germany) as previ-

ously described in detail by Miedaner et al. (2010a).

Claviceps purpurea was isolated from ergot samples

from different locations of each country separately

according to Kirchhoff (1929) and conidia for inoc-

ulation were produced on wheat-grain medium as

described in Mielke (2000) and Engelke (2002). After

establishing a starter culture until sporulation by

growing them on potato dextrose agar (PDA) for

14 days (dark, room temperature), spores were rinsed

from the plates by sterilized water. The spores from

one plate were incubated in a 400 ml flask filled with

liquid medium (autoclaved), that contain 1% oat meal

(Engelke 2002). Incubated sub-cultures (10 days,

room temperature, 100 rpm) were used for seeding

the wheat-grain medium by soaking (overnight). After

a first autoclave (20 Min, 121 �C) step, the samples

were filled in a 2-litre polyethylene bag and auto-

claved the second time. For incubation (18�C, dark,

4 weeks) the wheat-grain medium containing bags

were mixed with the mycelium suspension produced

in one flask. Until usage, this was stored at 4�C. For

producing spore suspensions for inoculation, the

colonized wheat was suspended in tap water

(60 min) after removing the bags and the concentra-

tions was adjusted to 3 9 106 spores/ml. To improve

the adhesion of the spores onto the heads, some drops

of Tween 20 were added to the spore suspension. A

machine-driven field sprayer was used to inoculate all

field trials in the evening (5:30–9 p.m.) or in the

morning (8–10:30 a.m.) to ensure a high enough

humidity. Spraying was done with a water volume of

about 600 L/ha, starting when the earliest 30% of the

plots were fully flowering (BBCH 65, Meier 2001).

The inoculation procedure was repeated three to four

times at intervals of one to four days to ensure that

enough ergot inoculum is available during the whole

flowering period in the light of possible variation in

flowering among cultivars. In Exp. 1, three different

inoculum treatments were used: untreated (without

inoculation), German inoculum (isolates collected

from sclerotia of infected rye in Germany) and

country-specific inoculum (isolates collected from

sclerotia of infected rye in the respective country).
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Exp. 2 was inoculated with the German inoculum at

all locations.

From each plot, 1 m2 from the middle of the plot

was harvested by hand at dough ripening stage (BBCH

85–89). To avoid the harvest of secondary or tertiary

tillers, only the upper third of the rye plants were cut.

All heads of one plot were air dried (30 �C) and

threshed by a large single-head thresher (Pelz K 35,

Saatzuchtbedarf Baumann, 74638 Waldenburg, Ger-

many). After that, the total sample was weighed, all

sclerotia fragments were sorted out by hand, weighed

again and ergot severity (= % of sclerotia in grain by

weight) was calculated as percentage of ergot relative

to the grain sample and used as resistance trait.

Furthermore, anther scoring (1–9), heading stage

(1–9) (1 = very late, 9 = very early) and plant height

(cm) were recorded at some locations (Tables S2 and

S3). Anther scoring was done to estimate pollen

fertility of the genotypes. According to Geiger and

Morgenstern (1975), it was assessed visually in the

field several times for each plot by scoring the anther

characteristics (size, dehiscence) on a scale from 1 to

9. The classes of this scale ranged from male-sterile

(score: 1–3), partially male-fertile (score: 4–6) and

male-fertile (score: 7–9) plants, differing within the

classes by increasing anther size. For a better

interpretation, scores were transformed to restorer

indices (RI, %). Scores 1–3 were set to RI = 0 and

score C 4 were calculated according to the following

formula: RI = 100 9 (Score—3)/6. The index ranges

from 0 (no pollen production) to 100% (fully male-

fertile plants) (Geiger et al. 1995).

Statistical analyses

All analyses were based on single-plot data. A

statistical outlier test was performed as described in

Bernal-Vasquez et al. (2016) for PLABSTAT and

detected outliers were handled in the following as

missing values. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were

calculated for ergot severity (%) after a square-root

transformation, because the residuals were not nor-

mally distributed in any environment. ANOVA was

computed for each location separately and combined

across locations for each trait using standard proce-

dures (Cochran and Cox 1957). In Exp. 1, the effect of

‘genotype’ and ‘inoculation treatment’ was considered

as fixed, and ‘replication’ and ‘environment’ as

random. In Exp. 2, the effect of ‘male’ and ‘female’

were considered as fixed, while ‘replication’ and

‘environment’ as random. Repeatability for each

environment and entry-mean heritability (h2) across

all environments were estimated from ANOVA as the

ratio of genotypic to phenotypic variance considering

the number of replicates and environments, respec-

tively (Fehr 1987). Outlier test and ANOVA were

conducted with the computer program PLABSTAT

(Utz 2011).

The Software R (R Core Team 2018) and R-Studio

(Version 3.5.1) (RStudio Team 2016) were used to do

graphic visualization, calculating the means and all

comparisons of, e.g. type of cultivar and inoculum in

Exp. 1, by using a pairwise t test. For this, back-

transformed data were used. For multiple testing, the

Tukey test as implemented in R-Studio was used.

Results

Effect of inoculation treatment and correlation

to agronomic traits

In the three German and two Austrian locations, the

inoculation treatment resulted on average in signifi-

cantly higher ergot severity than the non-inoculated

variant (Fig. 1). In Denmark, the latter variant had a

similar mean than the inoculation with the German

inoculum. The country-specific inoculum was in all

countries significantly better than the alternative

inoculum except in Poland, where all treatments had

the same low level.

Eight commercial winter rye cultivars and four

single crosses showed considerable differences in their

mean ergot severity (%) after inoculation with the

German inoculum ranging from 0.13 to 2.07% across

environments (Table 1). SC100, both under natural and

artificial infection, was even better than the population

cultivars (Conduct, Dańkowskie Diament). SC50,

Visello, and Brasetto were in the same range than

the population cultivars after inoculation although

their RI was lower. Similarly, restorer index was

maximum for both population cultivars ([ 80%) while

this trait ranged for the hybrids and SC from about 33

to 72% except for SC0 that represents a male-sterile

genotype. Differences in heading stage were low, for

plant height again large differences were found

ranging from 111 to 151 cm. The 12 entries showed
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Fig. 1 Mean ergot severity

(%) of 12 winter rye

genotypes for each of three

inoculation treatments

across one to three locations

in four countries in 2013

(n = number of locations,

Exp. 1). Treatments with the

same letter are not

significantly different within

individual countries (Tukey

test, P\ 0.05)

Table 1 Means of eight winter rye cultivars and four single

crosses (SC) varying for their percentage of a non-adapted

restorer gene (SC100, SC50, SC25, SC0) for ergot severity (%)

after inoculation with German inoculum, restorer index (RI,

%), heading stage (HS, 1–9), and plant height (PH, cm) across

eight (ergot severity) and seven (other traits) locations,

respectively, and all inoculation treatments (Exp. 1)

Genotypes Type of cultivara Ergot severity (%) RI (%) HS (1–9) PH (cm)

SC100 H 0.13 72.29 3.79 139.5

SC50 H 0.40 57.98 4.02 133.6

Dańkowskie Diament P 0.47 80.90 4.71 145.2

Conduct P 0.57 85.26 4.69 150.45

Brasetto H 0.50 45.98 4.33 130.52

Visello H 0.63 55.98 4.64 131.8

SC25 H 0.78 32.98 3.43 112.52

Palazzo H 0.81 50.74 3.79 138.57

SU Satellitb H 0.87 47.26 4.98 131.00

SU Allawib H 0.98 37.26 5.26 134.64

SU Stakkatob H 1.53 39.71 4.83 129.29

SC0 H 2.07 7.52 3.12 111.38

Mean 0.81 51.16 4.30 132.37

LSD5%
c 0.21 19.84 1.37 4.42

Heritabilityc 0.90

CVG %c,d 6.90**

aP: population cultivar, H: hybrid cultivar
b10% population rye included
cFrom square root transformed (sq transf.) data for ergot severity
dCoefficient of variation of genotype
**Significant at P\ 0.01
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a similar ranking between the non-inoculated and

inoculated treatment (r = 0.94, P\ 0.001, Fig. 2a).

Even when the male-sterile single cross (SC0) was

removed, the coefficient of correlation was still high

(r = 0.86, P\ 0.001). Ergot severity significantly

correlated with restorer index (r = - 0.80,

P\ 0.001) (Fig. 2b) and plant height (r = - 0.61,

P\ 0.05), whereas no significant correlation was

obtained between ergot severity and heading stage.

Effect of different proportions of a non-adapted

restorer gene

Ergot severity clearly decreased with increasing

proportions of the non-adapted restorer gene in the

single cross, for both natural and artificial infection

(Table 1). For artificial infection by German inoculum,

an amount of the restorer gene of 25% (SC25), 50%

(SC50) and 100% (SC100) is followed by a reduction of

ergot severity by 62%, 81%, and 94%, respectively,

compared to the male-sterile SC0. For natural infec-

tion, the same proportions of the restorer gene reduced

ergot severity by 60% (SC25), 37% (SC50), and 94%

(SC100), respectively, compared to SC0 (data not

shown for brevity).

Partitioning of genotypic and environmental

variances for ergot infection of 12 genotypes

For ergot severity, the estimates of the variance

components were significantly different from zero for

all main factors and their interactions (Table 2). The

environmental variance was the most important source

of variation followed by the genotypic and geno-

type 9 environment interaction variances. As

expected, the inoculum treatment variance was sig-

nificantly different from zero (P\ 0.05) only for ergot

severity. Genotype 9 inoculation treatment variance

was negligible although significant, while environ-

ment 9 inoculation treatment variance had the second

highest variance component. Entry-mean heritability

was 0.88. The other traits also showed important

genotypic and genotype 9 environment interaction

variances except heading stage. Accordingly, entry-

mean heritability for this trait was much lower than for

restorer index and plant height that reached

values[ 0.9.

Relative importance of male and female

components on the ergot reaction of single crosses

The restorer lines R2 and R3 showed significantly

(P\ 0.01) different ergot severities and restorer

indices for their plus and minus variants (Tables 3,

4). In contrast, for ergot severity and restorer index, no

0
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Hybrid cul�vars Popula�on cul�varsA B

r = -0.80**r = 0.94**
SC0

Fig. 2 Correlation between, a ergot severity of non-inoculated

and German inoculum across eight locations and, b ergot

severity and restorer index across seven locations and mean of

inoculation treatments for 12 winter rye genotypes (Exp. 1)

(**significant at P\ 0.01)
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differences were observed between plus and minus

variants of lines R1 and R4. The female CMS lines

also had significant differences for their ergot severity

and restorer index in both sets when averaged across

the restorer lines. The average infection level of

genotypes from set B was much higher than of

genotypes from set A (1.44 vs. 0.47% ergot severity)

when calculated across the orthogonal set of eight

common environments (data not shown for brevity).

Close negative correlations were obtained between

ergot severity and restorer index across locations for

both, set A and B (Fig. 3).

Ergot severity showed significant variance compo-

nents for all sources of variation in set A and B

Table 2 Estimates of variance components, and entry-mean

heritabilities for ergot severity (sq transf. = square root trans-

formed), restorer index (RI), heading stage (HS), and plant

height (PH) of 12 winter rye genotypes for three levels of

inoculation treatment (untreated, German inoculum, country-

specific inoculum) across environments (Exp. 1)

Parameter Ergot severity (%)

(sq transf.)

RI (%) HS (1–9) PH (cm)

No. of environments 8 7 7 7

Variance components:

Environment (E) 0.111** 498.53** 1.647** 140.35**

Inoculation treatment (I) 0.053* 2 a 0.011 0.56

Genotype (G) 0.045** 420.16** 0.207 128.11**

G x E 0.045** 322.23** 1.577** 14.04**

G 9 I 0.009** 2.07 2 a 0.77

E 9 I 0.102** 3.33 0.002 2 a

G x E x I 0.024** 2 a 0.022 2 a

Error 0.036 140.07 0.443 18.89

Heritability 0.88 0.90 0.47 0.98

*, **Significant at P\ 0.05 and P\ 0.01, respectively
aNegative estimate

Table 3 Means of (1) ergot

severity (%) across eight

environments

(location 9 year

combinations) and (2)

restorer index (%) across

two environments for the

combination of five female

CMS lines and two male

restorer lines with (Plus)

and without (Minus) a non-

adapted restorer gene after

inoculation by Claviceps

purpurea in set A (Exp. 2)

aTreatments with the same

letter are not significantly

different (Tukey test,

P\ 0.05)

Female line Restorer line

R1 Plus R1 Minus R2 Plus R2 Minus Mean Sign.a

(1) Ergot severity (%)

CMS-1 0.51 0.56 0.31 1.16 0.63 a

CMS-2 0.78 0.58 0.34 0.83 0.63 a

CMS-3 0.71 0.65 0.51 1.28 0.79 b

CMS-4 0.48 0.53 0.38 0.53 0.48 c

CMS-5 0.46 0.44 0.31 0.54 0.44 c

Mean 0.59 0.55 0.37 0.87 0.59

Sign.a a a a b

(2) Restorer index (%)

CMS-1 65.6 62.5 89.6 41.7 64.8 a

CMS-2 66.7 75 82.3 51.0 68.8 ab

CMS-3 61.5 65.6 86.5 54.2 66.9 a

CMS-4 76.0 86.5 87.5 67.7 79.4 c

CMS-5 77.1 67.7 86.5 60.4 72.9 b

Mean 69.4 71.5 86.5 55 70.6

Sign.a a a b c
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(Table 5). Clearly the GCA male variance and its

interactions were more important than the GCA

female variance in both, set A and B for ergot severity

and restorer index. Estimates of variance components

of ergot severity for the GCA male variance were

about two and five times higher than for the GCA

female variance in set A and B, respectively. For

restorer indices, the differences were even larger.

Also, the SCA interaction variance was significantly

different from zero for both traits in both sets. In set B,

this source of variation was even more important than

the GCA female variance. High heritabilities were

found for both traits in set A and B (Table 5).

The GCA male and GCA female variances of all

recorded traits (HS, PH) for both sets across locations

were observed as significant, except the GCA male

variance for heading stage in set A. SCA variances

Table 4 Means of (1) ergot

severity (%) across eight

environments

(location 9 year

combinations) and (2)

restorer index (%) across

two environments for the

combination of five female

CMS lines and two male

restorer lines with (Plus)

and without (Minus) a non-

adapted restorer gene after

inoculation by Claviceps

purpurea in set B (Exp. 2)

aTreatments with the same

letter are not significantly

different (Tukey test,

P\ 0.05)

Female line Restorer line

R3 Plus R3 Minus R4 Plus R4 Minus Mean Sign.a

(1) Ergot severity (%)

CMS-10 0.37 2.29 0.49 0.49 0.91 a

CMS-11 0.51 3.50 1.03 1.42 1.62 c

CMS-12 0.42 4.32 3.20 2.76 2.68 d

CMS-14 0.24 1.56 1.81 1.62 1.31 bc

CMS-15 0.40 2.84 0.56 0.81 1.15 ab

Mean 0.39 2.90 1.42 1.42 1.53

Sign.a a c b b

(2) Restorer index (%)

CMS-10 91.7 16.7 70.9 54.2 58.3 a

CMS-11 87.5 0 58.3 41.7 46.9 b

CMS-12 66.7 0 12.5 16.7 24.0 c

CMS-14 87.5 20.8 20.8 33.3 40.6 b

CMS-15 83.3 25 50 70.8 57.3 a

Mean 83.3 12.5 42.5 43.3 45.4

Sign.a a c b b
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Fig. 3 Correlation between ergot severity and restorer index for

two male restorer (Rx) lines with (Plus) and without (Minus) a

non-adapted restorer gene and 5 female CMS lines for, a set A (8

environments) and, b set B (2 environments) after inoculation by

Claviceps purpurea (r = coefficient of phenotypic correlation,

**Significant at P\ 0.01) (Exp. 2)
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were not significant for heading stage and plant height

in both sets (data not shown for brevity).

Discussion

Ergot (Claviceps purpurea) still causes problems in

outcrossing rye caused by the contamination of

harvested grain with toxic alkaloids. After inoculation,

mean ergot severity was considerably higher than of

naturally infected plants (Table 1). Inoculation is

necessary for optimal differentiation in most environ-

ments as already shown in a previous experiment

(Miedaner et al. 2010a). Also in our experiment 1,

inoculation had a higher genetic coefficient of varia-

tion than natural infection (6.90 vs. 4.44). Despite this,

differentiation among genotypes was also obtained in

natural infection, most probably caused by the unusu-

ally high natural infection level in 2013 in Germany

(BMEL 2013; Schwake-Anduschus 2018), Austria,

and Denmark. A possible explanation of the low

infection rate in Poland in all treatments might be the

warm and dry weather that hinders ergot infections

(Miedaner and Geiger 2015). The country-specific

inoculum was more aggressive in all countries except

Poland than the commonly used German inoculum.

An assertion about the aggressiveness of a country-

specific inoculum in another country cannot be made,

because the number of countries is too low and the

inocula should also tested vice versa, e.g. the Austrian

inoculum in Denmark. It would be informative to see

in the future experiments, whether the aggressiveness

is related to the collection site of a specific country.

Menzies et al. (2017) had already shown the high

pathogenic variation in wheat and also described

significant differences among isolates according to

geographic origin. Another interesting point is that the

mean infection level varies very strongly between the

countries, both under natural infection and artificial

inoculations.

The high heritabilities across environments for

ergot severity and RI revealed, that the multi-loca-

tional field testing system, as described in detail by

Miedaner et al. (2010b) was appropriate for this study

and resulted in a good differentiation among geno-

types (Table 1). The genotypic coefficient of variation

of inoculation variance was 1.5 fold higher than the

non-inoculated variance illustrating the better differ-

entiation. The two Open pollinated cultivars displayed

full pollen fertility and were, therefore, less suscep-

tible to ergot (Miedaner et al. 2010b, Fig. 2b). SC100

was the genotype with the lowest ergot susceptibility,

both untreated and under inoculation conditions. This

illustrates that the introgression of a non-adapted

restorer gene with a higher and environmentally

stable restoration ability can boost pollen fertility

Table 5 Estimates of variance components for general (GCA)

and specific combining ability (SCA) and entry-mean heri-

tabilities for set A and B, each of five female CMS lines and

four male restorer lines with (Plus) and without (Minus) a non-

adapted restorer gene for ergot severity (sq transf. = square root

transformed) and restorer index across environments

Parameter Set A Set B

Ergot severity (%)

(sq transf. (9 10–2))

RI (%) Ergot severity (%)

(sq transf. (9 10–2))

RI (%)

No. of environments 16 8 8 2

Variance components:

GCA males (M) 1.05** 156.61** 12.21** 821.99**

GCA females (F) 0.59** 24.35* 2.40* 161.24

SCA (M x F) 0.38** 13.23 3.41** 112.56*

M x Environment (E) 1.16** 53.02** 7.50** 34.74*

F x E 0.70** 47.21** 5.50** 60.92**

SCA x E 0.21 84.72** 3.48** 43.46

Error 1.77 196.90 5.77 106.36

Heritability 0.90 0.84 0.86 0.98

*, **Significant at P\ 0.05 and P\ 0.01, respectively
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and consequently reduce the ergot reaction. SC50 did

not significantly deviate from both population culti-

vars in ergot severity although its RI was significantly

lower. Klotz (2002) already showed that, similar to our

results, an introgression of already 25% of the IRAN

IX gene reduced ergot severity by 70%. It should be

noted, however, that hybrids with a maximum per-

centage of a non-adapted restorer gene suffer from a

significant grain yield reduction in earlier backcross

stages (Miedaner et al. 2017).

The variance components of genotype, inoculum,

environment and their interactions were all significant,

the environment was the most important factor for all

traits. For ergot severity, the estimate of geno-

type 9 environment interaction was of the same

magnitude as the genotype illustrating that a higher

number of environments is necessary to reliably test

ergot incidence. Restorer index was used to estimate

the pollen fertility of the genotypes, because plants

with reduced pollen shedding are generally more

susceptible to ergot (Miedaner and Geiger 2015). This

negative correlation of the amount of pollen and ergot

severity was also found in this study for both

experiments (Figs. 2b, 3). Blending 5–10% population

rye is often used to compensate a lower pollen

shedding of commercial hybrid cultivars (Engelke

2002; Miedaner et al. 2005), but in this study, blending

did not work as expected, because these supplemented

hybrids (SU Stakkato, SU Satellit, SU Allawi) were

still among the worst commercial hybrids (Miedaner

et al. 2010b). SC0 was designed to be male sterile and

showed consequently the highest ergot severity. A

highly significant negative correlation between ergot

severity and plant height for natural infection as well

as for artificial inoculation were observed in our study.

Similarly, Gordon et al. (2015) found co-locating QTL

for partial ergot resistance and plant height in wheat,

however, being restricted to semi-dwarfing alleles at

the Rht (reduced height) loci (Gordon et al. 2015).

In our factorial crosses (Exp. 2) the pollinators were

derived from the pollen parent pool and possessed

already restorer genes of European origin (Minus) in

addition to the non-adapted restorer gene (Plus). The

former were, however, obviously not good enough to

fully restore R2 minus or R3 minus as shown in

Tables 3 and 4. Indeed, the single crosses of these

minus pollinator lines had significantly more ergot

than those of the plus variant. In R4, the introgression

of the non-adapted restorer gene did not properly

work, as shown by the fact that R4 plus and R4 minus

had the same moderate amount of restoration and also

their ergot severity was not significantly different.

Both variants of R1 showed the same high amount of

restoration, obviously R1 minus already possessed

effective restorer genes. Despite this, narrow negative

correlations existed between ergot severity and

restorer index (Fig. 3).

In addition, the female CMS lines showed signif-

icant differences in ergot severity in both sets. This

was partially due to an easier restoration, such as for

CMS-4, CMS-10, and CMS-15 that display a higher

amount of pollen across all male lines and in

consequence a lower ergot severity. In contrast,

CMS-12 was extremely hard to restore showing the

highest ergot severity in the whole experiment. On the

other hand, CMS-1 and CMS-3 and CMS-2 and CMS-

5 had a significantly different ergot severity with a

similar restoration ability. This could be explained by

the physiological characteristics of the ovary or pistil

(Miedaner and Geiger 2015) or as for CMS-2 and

CMS-5 by different heading stages (HS: 5.58 vs. 4.79)

that might lead to a ‘‘disease escape’’ mechanism

(Willingale et al. 1986).

Partitioning of the genetic variance for ergot

severity and RI showed that the GCA male variances

were clearly of highest importance in both sets.

Indeed, the GCA of males amounted to 52% (set A)

and 68% (set B) of the total genetic variance.

However, the GCA variances of the females and the

SCA variances were also significant, each contributing

between 13 and 29%. The interaction with environ-

ments played a tremendous role for all factors. This

might be influenced by the high ecological range of

locations from Denmark to Austria and from Poland to

Southwestern Germany. However, the same hybrid

cultivar might be registered in these countries, there-

fore, the breeder has to consider the whole rye growing

area for ergot tests.

Because no fungicides are registered for ergot

control and sorting out the sclerotia by color sorting

machinery is expensive and time consuming (Engelke

2002; Miedaner and Geiger 2015), breeding strategies

that ensure a high pollen fertility, especially when

weather conditions are favorable for infection, are still

the best way to reduce ergot. Therefore, effective

restorer genes ensuring a high pollen ability, play an

important role to guarantee high quality end products

without ergot contamination. This study, however,
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shows that there is also a potential for improvement of

ergot susceptibility on the maternal side, which could

be further exploited. When all hybrids are once well

equipped with non-adapted restorer genes and show a

high restorer index of[ 70%, this might be a chance

to additionally reduce ergot susceptibility. A female

effect, that could not be followed here, might be a

physiological resistance to ergot infection on a quan-

titative basis. This was previously shown by achieving

significant differences for ergot severity among fully

male-sterile entries in isolated plots, i.e. without any

availability of pollen in rye (Miedaner et al. 2010a)

and in pearl millet (Willingale et al. 1986). In

conclusion, this study illustrates that some parents

are more suitable to reduce ergot susceptibility of

cultivars and further improvements of ergot resistance

by selecting a higher restoration ability is still

possible. For reducing ergot, improving the pollen

amount is still the most promising way. Although

some new hybrids have similar low susceptibility to

ergot than population cultivars (BSL 2019), rye as a

crop is still more prone to ergot infection than the self-

pollinating wheat. To proceed further, (1) maternal

effects, although of lower importance, should be

exploited for lower ergot incidence, (2) SCA effects

could be exploited in practical breeding.
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